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Hello!

We’re excited to be launching this schools competition and empowering students to be
creative. At KidZania London, we’re continually looking at ways to help students explore
the range of opportunities in the world of work. Our activities incorporate a long process
of ensuring students are prepared for the future they face and equipping them with the
right skills to tackle it. This competition gives students a chance to consider ‘out of the box’
thinking, applying their learning in Design and Technology, Maths and English, as well as using
future life skills in problem solving, teamworking and communication.

Prizes
We will be picking one school as a winner, who will receive:
• One Roland drum-kit worth £400 for the school
• A funded class trip to KidZania London worth £420
• Printed poster of their entry and displayed on our notice board in Customer Services for a year
• Chance to meet our Content team and have your winning entry presented to you when you visit us
• Mention on our blog and social media
A runner up school will also receive:
• A funded class trip to KidZania London worth £420
• Printed poster of their entry and displayed on our notice board in Customer Services for a year
• Chance to meet our Content team and have your winning entry presented to you when you visit us
• Mention on our blog and social media

How to enter

1. Fill in our registration form to register your interest at schoolscompetition@kidzania.co.uk.
Multiple entries can be made from the same school, but with different lead teachers and
must register separately.
2. Download our teacher pack that assists in creating a lesson/workshop plan and directing
students through the design process. Please read our terms and conditions.
3. Students will be taking on the role of the Content and Design team for KidZania London,
download the resources pack which includes the design brief they have been given and
instructions on what to do next.

4. Encourage students to think creatively in solving a problem and how they might like to
submit their entry, we will take various forms of media including but not limited to videos
and photos, written descriptions using the template provided.

5. Please submit your entries to schoolscompetition@kidzania.co.uk. If you are sending videos,
you may use WeTransfer or You Send It with the link to download. All entries must be
submitted with the registration form to be valid. If you’d like to post your entry, please send
to Schools Competition, KidZania London, Westfield London, Ariel Way, London, W12 7GA.
Closing date for entries is 28th June 2019, 5pm GMT. For any questions, please email us at
schoolscompetition@kidzania.co.uk
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Learning outcomes

Art and Design
• To interpret a design brief and its importance in the design process
• To know the range of materials creatively to design and make products
• To develop their art and design techniques using colour, pattern, texture, line, shape, form
and space

Design and Technology
• To design purposeful, functional, appealing products for themselves and other users based
on design criteria
• To identify and solve their own design problems and understand how to reformulate
problems given to them
• To generate, develop, model and communicate their ideas through talking, drawing,
templates, mock-ups and, where appropriate, information and communication technology
• Select from a range of materials and components, including construction materials, textiles
and ingredients, according to their characteristics
• To evaluate their ideas and products against design criteria
• To test, evaluate and refine their ideas and products against a specification, considering the
views of intended users and other interested groups
English
• To communicate through reading, writing and presenting their ideas in an effective and
creative way

Maths
• To compare, describe and solve practical problems using measurement in lengths and
heights, capacity and volume and time
• (KS3 only) Financial management, allocating budget and applying adding and subtracting

Careers-related learning

This challenge enables students to enact a real-life important function at KidZania and forms
as part of the Careers Strategy for both primary and secondary schools.
Primary schools
KS1-2 students must utilise their future life skills in order to complete the competition, they
will also expand on their career aspirations by understanding why it’s important to apply
creative thinking to tackle environmental issues.
Secondary schools
This challenge supports two of the Gatsby Benchmarks:

4) Linking curriculum learning to careers: Students will be applying their learning in Design
and Technology, Art and Design, Maths and English. The challenge and design process reflect
real-life circumstances within our Content team and hence students will be gaining hands-on
experience of what they have been taught to a career as part of a design team.
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5) Encounters with Employers and Employees: The winning and runner up schools will have a
chance to meet our Content team, who will go briefly explain their thoughts on the entries. It
gives students something to aspire to by meeting the team who do this career daily.

Resources pack
Our resource pack can be downloaded from our website on the competition page and
contains worksheets for the students to use. These are not mandatory for entries, just a guide
to help students and to create your own lesson plan or workshop. The pack contains:
• Letter from Urbano
• Content briefing sheet
• Ideas sheet
• Resourcing and budget sheet (for KS3 only)
• Layout of the establishment sheet
1. Letter from Urbano

This is to set the scene and a brief from us for entries, please make sure all students taking
part have a read of this document.
2. Content briefing sheet

Once students are clear on what the requirements from Urbano and Mayor of KidZania are,
please ask them to start formulating the Content briefing sheet. This template is an actual
design brief we use and helps to align on deadlines, requirements such as collateral or
material that are essential for the activity to run and any further details needed.
3. Ideas sheet
a) Researching
Guide students through the initial stage of researching environmental issues they could
look to solve, as well as jobs that are currently in the market that look to alleviate some of
these issues such as recycling. Also, take a look at what activities we have already available in
KidZania which can be found on our website under ‘What’s Inside’.
b) Initial ideas
Then encourage student to start thinking about initial
ideas. You may like to do this first by mind-mapping ideas
on a whiteboard or flipchart. This is how our Content
team build ideas from a given brief, they plan out all their
thoughts on a whiteboard and then sift through this
further to decide which they will take further.
4. Moodboard

Next we ask students to create a moodboard once they
have those initial ideas in place. Think about the colours
and symbols used that help differentiate organisations
for example recycling uses green to indicate revival, growth
and nature so that society feel they are making a good
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contribution to our environment. Plus, they use widely known symbols so that society can
understand what items can be recycled. Do these symbols work in achieving this or are there
too many variations that is making it confusing? Are there other colours or symbols that can
be used to help get the message across?
5. Activity flow

This is a flowchart we use at KidZania when developing a new activity and helps us to
understand the customer journey that our staff and children go through. Ask students to now
develop their idea into an activity using this flowchart. Think about the titles they will give to
the jobs in the activity and what children will learn or apply their learning by doing this job.
6. Resourcing and budget sheet
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b) Staffing
This is an important part of the activity as we have
to establish whether we charge or salary staff to
do the job. We charge for jobs that mainly require
work training. You may want to show them our
census panels that we have outside each activity.
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a) Expenses
5,000 kidZos (KidZania’s currency) has been
fictionally allocated for this project, students
should think about how this money can be best
allocated to their chosen activity. You may want
to expand on the list we have provided and create
your own budget sheet.
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Designed for KS3 level, this sheet assists students to think about allocation of budget
and staffing as well as materials needed to build the activity. It provides a full project
management approach to design processes and implementation.
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Private Services
Registered Establishm
ent

EMPLOYMENT OFFICE

ACTIVITY

FIND JOBS

Candidates may take an
orientation test
to find out what jobs would
suit them.

CAPACITY

3

KIDS

AGE

REQUIRED SKILLS:
Reading ability required

4+

DURATION

5

MINS

SALARY

YEARS

4

c) Extra cash?
You may want to omit this part, however our city is quite vast and holds a lot of opportunities.
Are there any other ways the students could generate extra cash to either build their activity
or to bring in return on their investment?
7. Layout of the establishment sheet
We have provided a floor plan and measurements, as well as space to draw the front of their
establishment, for students to bring their idea to life. We have included a sketch example
below from our Content team for existing activities.
For any further questions, please email us at schoolscompetition@kidzania.co.uk

We look forward to seeing your student’s entries!
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